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Although a non - figurative, non-realistic art had been invented and
dev e loped in Europe during the early part of the Twentieth century, it was
i nevitable, due to innumerable circumstances,that abstract art should culminate in its absolute expression in America, in the form of Abstract Expressionism . during the 1940 1 s.
The combination of these events - large scale works being executed,
the awareness of the innovational developement of European art, the changing
attitudes from Americans who had experienced other cultures - put American
artists at the point where they were ready to invent their own new style of
painting. The large abstract paintings they executed gave substance to the
need for an indigenous form of painting.
Abstract painting resulted from putting everything in art that was
already existent,al l the traditional concepts, at risk. It was a new style
that was not an imitation of anything else, but something pure within itself.
I t was an adventure into the unknown.
Leanings toward abstract imagery were already prevalent long before
the turn of the century , when a Russian artist, Wassily Kandinsky, produced
his first abstract watercolour . Other European artists soon arrived at
abstract expression too , but Kandinsky holds the pos ition of the first true
exponent of abstract art.
In America, academic,figurative work prevailed as the major form of
expression during the early part of the Twentieth century.Art \-1as not consid ered a serious occupation

until the setting up of the Federal Art Project,

in 1935, which employed artists and gave them a true identity.
The influx of many European artists during the 1930 's , was the key
that turned America from being merely an im i tator of European paintin3.

2.

Their presence enabled American artists to synthesise the traditions of
European painti ng , and then move beyond it, to create their own new style.
Abstract Expressionism emerged in the 1940s. The painter Robert
Motherwell exp ressed this idea in 1942;
"The ·need is for

felt experience - intense, immediate, direct,

subtl:~,unified, warm, vivid, rhythmic. 111
There were two main aspects of Abstract Expressionism . - action
painting and colour-field painting.
The action painters, who included Jackson Pollock,Franz Kline, Willem de
Kooning and Hans Hofmann, created paintings that

were a field of free

gestures pai nted with equal intensity, resulting in a mass image that expanded across the whole canvas.
The colour-field painters, who included Clyfford Still, Mark Rothko and
Barnett Newman, created intense fields of colour, each part of the canvas
having an equal chromatic intensity. Linear imagery was removed, and the
isolated,simple elements of their works contained none of the frenzy of
the action painters' works. Robert Motherwell and Adolph Gottlieb were
aligned to this mode too.
By the 1950s, New York had r eplaced Paris as the leading world
art centre. French abstract painting was tame compared to that of New York.
Abstract Expressionism grew out of American culture. It was inevitable that
it happened in America, a country much more suited to this expressio n than
any other. It was exclamatory, large; dominant, powerful and public . Young
artists felt the need to express a who}ly American form of painting,something
expressive of the country's pre-eminence.
1.H.B.Chipp. Theories of Modern Art. (California, 1968.) p.564.
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In 1935, Picasso wrote,
"Everyone wants to understand art. Why not try to understand the song
of a bird? ·One loves the night flowers, everything around one, without
trying to understand them. If only they would realise that an artist
works above all of necessity .. .. .

Statement in Picasso: Forty Years of His Art .

Introduction.
Althou gh a non - figurativ e , non-realistic art had been inv e nted and
deve loped in Europe during the e arly part of the Twentieth ce ntury, it was
in e vitable, due to innumerabl e circumstances, that abstract art should
culmina te in its absolute expression in America in the 1940's, in the form
of ab s tract expressionism.
The great European early movements of the Twentieth century were ·
fauvism. cub i sm, futurism , suprematism, neoplasticisrn, German expressioni.sm,
dada a nd surreal ism. All of these had occurred in a very short period of
ti me, 1905 to 1925. They had all battled against traditional art criteria,
and such a range of activity within these years po inted out the dissatis faction of artists who desired a new form of expression.
Between the mid·· 20's and the mid 40's, most artists, both in Europe
and America, painted under the influence of the great artists of the period:
Matisse, Picasso . Duchamp and Mondrian. By the end of the Second World War,
Europe was exhausted and enduring a period of auste rity . The brief life of
the Ecole de Paris did not supply the impetus to move young American pa inters .
They f e lt the need to express a wholly American form of painting, a new
styl e e xpressive of contemporary pre- eminence, since the country stood at an
unpreced e nt e d height of power and economic wealt h . Simflarly, in the 188o•s,
the new arch i tecture in Chicago - the build in g of the first skyscrape r s ha d given a tangible form to the dynamic growth of American econom ic power .
1

The r e was the

l

conscious det e rminat i on to create rich, symbolic forms. 1 It

was not to happen in painting for anothe r seve nty years.
One event which establi s he d painting as a serious occupation was
the se tting up of the Federal Art Project duing the 193o•s, a governme nt
spon so r ed project to he l p art i s t s, which encouraged paintin g o n a mural-

1.

sized scale, and actively sponsored American themes. Artists ~-1ere paid by
the amount of painting they produced, so this gave them the opportunity
to work on vast scales, since the paint and materials were also provided.
Since the government hereby recognized the American artists' value to
society, the respect of social status strengthened their dedication to art.
Art i sts were al r eady aware of murals which had been executed by
,,..
certain Mexican art is ts, namely Diego Rivera, Jose Clemente Orozco and
David Siqueiros . Their wall paintings were epic and powerful, much more so
than any America n painting of the time. Young artists took these works as
their mode l s.The Project gave artists the opportunity for truly demonstrative
expression - work executed on vast sca l es and to be seen in public places.
A new confidence began to evolve .
Another important event was the influx of a large number of European
artists, also during the 1930's, bringing with them their ideas on a r t .They
were very influential to the young artists, for they he l ped them absorb the
styles and attitudes of advanced European painting .
The provincialism of America began to be s urpassed too, not only by
al 1 the European i nflu ences of the emigre artists, but also by the new
attitudes held by returning war veterans, with their discoveries from other
countries.
The combination of these events - large scale works being executed,
the awareness of the •nnovational developments of European art, the
changing att itudes from Americans who had experienced other cultures , American artists were ready to invent their own, new style of painting .
The time was ripe.By the mid 1940 1 s, the inevitability was large, abstract
painting. It gave substance to the need for an indigenous form of painting.

2.

Once the initial shock of the scale and lack of subject-matter had
worn o ff , i t could be seen as a new and exciting phenomenon. With the
r espected voices of Clement Greenberg and Harold Rosenberg praising the new
art, the Art establishment soon embraced the mode wholeheartedly. It was a
manner of painting wel I-suited to the modern architecture of America,
especi a lly as it was a very public and urban art, expressive of the contemporary
society, rather than being intimate or domestic. Although created within this
v e ry materialistic soc i ety, it did not lack spiritua l connotations.
Abstract painting resulted from putting everything in art that already
· existed, all the traditional concepts, at risk. It was a new style that was
not an imitation of anything else, but something pure within itself. It was
an adventure into the unknown .
Abstract art resulted from the step taken by painters who desired the
freedom to express their inner feelings a nd ideas. They no longer wished to
represent nature, and found they could create without resorting to realistic
imag e ry.
Every form of art is sign i ficant , and abstract art is ce rtainly no
lesser a form than any other. As Wassily Kandinsky sa id, 'Every work of art
is the child of its time) . 2 The Twentieth century was the ripe time for
abstract expression . Everyone was t ired of reproducing, r eprod ucing ••••••
The subject was no longer outside of the canvas, but the canvas itself.
The subject was found during the creative process . The objective world and
the subjective self en~ountered each other, and the result was a significant
exp ression.
Since the artist allowed himself total freedom for creativity, he did
not d ictate his mode of express ion. Thus, each of the artists discussed here
hav e p r es ented the world v!ith th e ir individual, visual cre ation .

3.

The 'Abstract Expressionists' is the collective name given to the
American artists of the 1940 1 s and 1950's, who tried, through abstract
expression, to communicate the synthesis of their highly personal reflections.
Their art is relative to their experience, but their main concern was for
expression of their inner selves.
Thus, their art must contain elements of the human experience, and
must therefore be in ·a position to be understood by an audience. Even if
understanding is a problem, some experience must be gained from looking.
There has to be a communion between what the artist presents and what the
vi ewer sees.
'To understand abstract art is no more a problem than understanding
any and all art. And this depends on the individual to perceive essentials,
tp perceive that which is called universally significant.'~
I think it takes desire on the part of the individual. People biased
by traditional ideas will never be able to see, essentially because they do
not want to. Great joy may be derived from abstract painting if the viewer
has some knowledge of the subject, but, a good painting is a good painting,
and its qualities are there for all to see who have willing minds.

4.

Chapt e r 1.

The Seeds are Sown .

Le anings toward abstract imagery were already prevalent long before
the turn of the century, when a Russian artist, Wassily Kandinsky, produced
his first abstract watercolour, which is considered to be the first truly
abstract work of art, created between the years 1910 and 1913. 1
In 1896, August Endell decorated the fro nt of a photographers shop 1n
Munich with a huge abstract rel i ef in turquoise and v i olet.
A letter written by August Macke in 1907, describes how he tried to
compose colours on a . board without thinking of a real object.
However , we can go back much further in time to find intellectual
ideas which stressed the same emphasis - toward non - objective painting.
Baudelaire made this statement, "Painting is only interesting in virtue of
1 ine and colour".

2

James McNeill Whistler proposed a new def i nition of space in his
paintings called

1

Nocturnes', of the late 1860's and 1870's. Instead of a

painting being a world of deep space reaching to the horizon, he saw space
as a two - dimensional surface of the painting, a flat surface upon which flat
shapes were organized. In these paintings, space becomes the subject itself,
continuous and ambiguous, a field of colour . Whistler came closer to abstract
expression than any artist of his day. When asked to define one of his
'Nocturnes• he said,

11

lt is an arrangement of line, form and colour first,

and I make use of any Lncident of it which sha l l bring about a symmetrical
result' 1.3
Just as the Nineteenth century viewer, who expected story- telling
cont e nt and recognisable people and places, of invisible brushwork, could
not accept or understand the loose expression of Whistler's 'Nocturnes•,
ne ither could the Twentieth century viewer cope with the first American
abstract action paintings .

In 1890, Maurice Denis proclaimed, ''It is wel 1 to r emember that a
picture - before being a battle horse, a nude woman, or some anecdote - is
e s s entially a plane surface covered with colours in a certain order. 114
Thus, the power of colour and 1 ine were beginning to be realised as
entities on their own . Obviously, they had always played an important role
in the history of art, but now, they were beginning to be considered without
the vehicle of description.
Another interesting idea expressed in the 1890's, this time by an
American philosopher, George Santayana, was that colour need not only be a
'pl easing' sensat ion, but can be 1 ike a'musical ' discord' . He envisioned an
art that should deal with colour, as music deals with sound. Coincidentally,
Kandinsky was much concerned with the problems of the relationship between
art and music.
It seems to be Kandinsky's or1g1n that led him to expre ss himself
i n abstract terms . One of his strongest memories was of the sunsets in Moscow,
the hour when, "1 ike the final climax of a giant orchestra, Moscow r.esounds
victoriously".

5

The vision aroused his imagination to abstract expression .

He grew up with the brightly coloured abstract ornamentation of folk art ,
and the sign language of Russian icons. Apart from this, his Russian natu r e
made it easier for h im to depart from the mater i al world, for the mystical
atmosphere created by the peopl e in their churches and houses relied on
emotional symbols, not the reproduction of the visib l e world.
An important incident occurred which effected for him the move to
abstract expression. In Moscow, he saw one of Cl aude Monet's 'Haystack'
pa i ntings at an Impressionist exhibition. Being accustomed to Russian
painting, he did not recogni~e the image .The_pai nting_ of the picture is
what came to the foreground; by us e of colour and 1 ine, the emp hasis was no t

6.

Wassily Kandinsky. Murnau. 1908.

"'=-c-cih, 1<:'lnrlrn~kv.

Comoosition. 1914.

of the object, but of the painterly qualities. Kandinsky said, "From then
on, I looked at the art of the icons with different eyes; it meant that I
had 'got eyes' for the abstract in art . 116
His first abstract watercolour laid down the foundations for new
expression. A concern for the statement of the spirit was expressed, without
reference to objects, but pure ly through 1 ine and colour, space and movement.
Kandinsky did no t totally create abstract works from this point forward, but
gradually , his subject matter did disappear. However, Kandinsky holds the
position of the first true exponent of abstract a rt.
Other European artists soon arrived at the same solution: Frantisek
Kupka with his Fugue in Red and Blue
Disks .

, and Robert Delaunay with Simultaneous

In 1913, another Russian artist, Kasimir Malevich, exhibited a pencil

drawing of a black square on a white field. He had succeeded in freeing his art
from the 'burden' of an object. Thi s was the first example of a style of work
to which he gave the name

1

Suprematism 1 • He defined it as a new real ism of

colour conceived as non-objective creation. He wrote,
"To the Suprematist, the appearances of natural objects are, in
themselves, meaningless; the essential thing is feeling in itself, completely
independent of the context in whic·h it has been evoked. 11 7
He had succeeded in taking abstraction to a n ultimate geometric simplification,
whereas Kandinsky's abstract forms were wild and loose, very expressive of
his ideas connected with music.
Malevich assur.ed his critics on the exhibiting of this drawing,
1

'N o empty square, b ut t h e sp1r1t
. . o f non-o b Ject1v
·
· ·1ty. , ,B

He felt that art, freed from convention, would become a universal language
with its own vocabulary, of 1 ine, colour , shape, pattern,etc. Thus, with
such a language, any emot ion could be expressed, and anyone could read it, as
long as they were not ruled by prejudice •
...,

Kasimir Malevich . Basic Supremati..st Element. 1913.

Frantisek Kuoka. Fugue in Red and Blue.

Robert Delaunay. The First Disc.

1912.

1913.

He had produced something that held no reflection or imitatiun of the external
world .
The key to the whole move toward an abstract art is strongly defined
there - Imitation . An artist needed to create a painting that stood as an
ent ity 1n itself, and was no longer merely an imitation of something else.
A true abst r act painting is not the same as an abstraction.
'Abstraction' implies that 'something' is taken from 'something else' and used
in a new way. If any image is recognizable, taken from nature, then it is not
abstract. It is possible that associations with nature may be drawn, since
one's perception is derived from one's own experience, but a true abstract
work has no defined elements of nature .

Q

-----82aptcr 2. European Influences in America.

In the United States, the climate of academicism continued to
prevail during the first part of the Twentieth century, and figurative art
persisted as the major form of expression. However, a rejection of official
taste first became apparent from a group of artists known as'The Eight ' , who
were Robert Henri, John Sloan, \.Jill iam Glackens, Goerge Luks, Everett Shinn,
Arthur B Davies, Maurice Prendergast, and Ernest Lawson. When they exhibited
their work together in 1908, in New York, they showed a definite break i ng
away from other artists of the time . The attitudes they shared were dis interest in the academic art of the time, a desire to depict specifica l ly
American I ife, and a determination to be American painters , not painters
in America .
Although quite i ndividual , the ir groupi ng was due to their position
of being outside the mainstream of American art. They changed the subject
matter of American painting, although they continued to paint in fairly
formal terms. They made a connection between life itse l f and fine art.
A number of American artists became involved with abstraction
during this period , but none of them took the ultimate step to the completely ;
abstract. In 19 13 , the Armory show was held at the International Exhibition
of Modern Art , where a large number of modern European paintings were shown.
The show was high l y successful, and great influence was made upon artists
disposed toward abst r act styles.
Arthur Dove was one of the first to be concerned with abstraction ,
work i ng about the same time as Kandinsky was on his first abstractions. His
interest in modern ideas on art
as his starting point .

9.

was strong, but he always relied on nature

Marsden Hartley's concern with abstraction lasted the few years
between 1911 and 1916. John Marin's watercolours always retained references
to things seen , however much he fragmented the object and loosened his
brushwork .
Stuart Davis' early abstractions conta i ned elements that were
individually recogn i zable, and it was not until the

1

40 1 s that he managed

to eliminate all r epresentational e l ements. During the years 1927 and . 1928,
he did a series of paintings of an eggbeate r , an electr i c fan and a rubber
glove, where he attempted to remove all traces of nature, until they existed
only as colour, 1 ine and shape relations . He used colour independently of
nature, his concern being with colour relationships of the assembled planes ,
and he elim i nated naturalistic textures, in favour of uniform paint texture.
Altogether, modern art took a much longer time to be realised in
America . It was during the 1930's that events occurred which really nurtured
the changes.
In 1933, the Government set up the Publ i c Works of Art Project, which
employed artists to create works of art for public institutions . Although it
was successfu l , it did not emp l oy enough art i sts . Thus, in 1935,

the Federa l

Art Project was created, which, unlike its predecessor, did not r equire proof
of professiona l accomp l ishments. This allowed younger artists to apply.
Although much of the art was rather styl i zed, the activity drew
artists together and gave them an identity as an artist class. This project
played a vital role i n the development of American art. For the first time,
artists were paid to paint. They were given materials and space, and were
able ·to pa i nt most of their time wi th little distraction.
Thus , art became a serious occupation , no longer a spare time event.
By the Project's ve ry existence , it intimated that the government recog n ized
th e artist's value to society. Since the American dream had collapsed, artists

were able to shake th~ fe e ling of soci a l inadequacy. Some of the artists who
worked on the Project were later to be hailed as the best of the abstract
painters of the century. In this group were Jackson Pollock, Mark Rothko,
and Mark Tobey .
Until this time, art i n Ame rica had been a commodity for the rich,
or considered as something that was hung in museums , and more often than not,
created i n Europe. The Project was making i t more accessib l e to the general
people, and it was truly American in spirit .
The W.P.A . was disbanded at the end of the 1930's , but the men
involved had gained a new awareness of themselves as artists. An economic
necessity had been the cause of them com i ng together , •not quite as romant i c
as European artists, who usually united because of aesthetic or theoretical
reasons . However, the idea of being an artist was now well establ i shed .
The influx of many European artists, due to the outbreak of war ,
was the key that turned America from being merely an imitator of European
art to become the innova t ors of a major style of painting, which became a
force upon the world art scene.
Most of these artists brought with them their associat i ons wi th cubism,
surreal ism or geometric abstraction. American artists were quite familiar with
European art , since it had been exhibited since 1908, in a gallery run by
Alfred Steigl itz, i n New York, where he had shown such famous artists as
Matisse, Picasso, Cezanne and Toulouse- Lautrec, amo~st others . Since that t ime,
there had been plenty of exposure of European work. American a r tists were
very influenced by the presence of the European art i sts.Their eventual synthesis
of th e traditions of European painting enabled them to move beyond it to
cre ate

the next and new st1e of painting.
In 1936, American artists working in abstract styles , feeling neglect

fr om the esta blished galleries, set up an organization called the A.A . A.

This was the American Abstract Artists, and the fol lowing year, they held
their own exhibition, consisting of the work of thirty-nine artists. Although
they generally supported abstract art, most of them favoured geometric
abstraction, which they considered as the latest stage of modern art. They
totally disapproved of surreal ism, even in its abstract manifestation,since
they were for purely structural art. Mondrian was their greatest influence .
However, the work produced was derivative and eclectic, due to their
awe of the European avant-garde. This imitation accounted for the decline of
the A.A . A. It did however make a strong case for abstract art and encouraged
artists in that direction .
None of the innovators of ~bstract expressionism belonged to the A.A.A,
although they followed its activities and shared its main purpose - the entry
of the mainstream of modern art.

In fact , the ·younger artists to break through

as ~bstract expressionists in the 1940 1 s were very much influenced by the
immigrant surrealist painters, since to them, they represented the last great
European movement.
An important aspect that surrealist art revealed was a view of the
world of fantasy, which was quite unused in the traditions of American art.
A new freedom was expressed by using the spontaneous imagination. They were
concerned with expression of the intimate self, not with social themes.
One artist who profited greatly by his contact with the surrealists
was Arshile Gorky, an Armenian who had come to America in 1920. He had worked
his way through various styles of painting, and with the idea of using the
unconscious mind as a source from which to work, he was one of the first
artists to establish a new style of abstract painting. By the 1940 1 s, he was
painting lyrical canvases that seemed to express his innermost feelings. The
fr ee-flowing movements have an elegant quality, relating to the grounds of
varying co l ours, all seemingly to develop from his intuition. They do not have
th e flavour of intellectual reasoning.

One of the most infl ential of the European a r tists was Hans Hoffmann.
His own thoeries on art and his teaching were of great interest to American
a rtist s . He had a deep and t~orough understanding of mod e rn European movements
to offer. In 1933, he opened a school in New York from which he gained an
excel lent reputation. His theory was based upon the assertion that a painting,
above a ll, was an arrangement of colours and forms on a two-dimensional
s urf ace . Hebel ieved that abstract art had its origin in nature, and hi s
paintings followed the laws of the physical universe, going far beyond an
imitation of its objects . He stated, "Life does not exist without movement,
and movement does not exist without l ife. 111
He arr ived at a principal of 'push and pull' - where tension is created
between the flat surface of the canvas and the sense of depth evoked by the
colours used upon that surface. In his own paintings, each element he puts
down is co~teracted by an opposing element.
2

Josef Albers, who had been associated with the Bauhaus , was also
an outstanding teacher and artist.His form of abstract art was totally
geometric, being concerned with inter-actions between colour shapes situated
besid e and within each other. He used the same motif in an infinite number
of 1tJays. His great theme was =Homage to the Square', which consisted of three
or four r ectang les painted in flat colour, one within the other. The space
sensations are ambiguous, even though the form used is concrete. The form
sometimes recedes, sometimes advances. Each painting is quite individual,
withal ife of its own. Albers saw art as a pure, visual experience devoid
of self- expression, and not the creation of an object.
Piet Mondrian, a Dutch artist, came to New York in 1940, where hi s
presence was a major influence on artists involved in geometric abst~astion.
He had begun as a natural i stic painter, but by 1912, he had experimented
wit h a l 1 the new styles of painting .

Josef Albers. Homage to the Square: Ascending..:... 1953.

He wa s ready to rej ect Cubism, as he wanted to elim i nat e the subject a nd al 1
traces of illusion of depth . His early paintings were often the observation
of a single scene or object, des i gned on a linear structure, which decided l y
a n t i ciDated his dev e lopment to vertical and horizontal compositions.
He sought the ultimate reaches of the abstract, the expression of
pure r ea li t y . He stated,

11

1 felt that this could only be established by pure

plastics. 113
For Mondrian, 'plastic expression' was the action of the colours and
forms in the painting. 'Reality' was that of the colours and forms. Thus , he
believed in the reality of the painting itself, as opposed to an i l I us ion
derived from nature. He sa,i.d, 11 Reality can only be expressed through the
equilibrium of dynamic movements of form and colour . 1 A
His ideas led him to the use of the right angle, a phe nomenon non existent i n nat u re, and the simplification of colo u r . However , hi s pai n tings
were still rooted i n subj e ct- matter until the year 19 19, when he finally
fulfil led his objective .
He had become invot~ed with a group of artists concerned with similar
ideas, and the movement eventually came to be known as 'De Stijl ' . I ts aims
were f or 'clarity, certainty and order' . These were exp r essed by t he use of
straight 1 ines, cubes or rectangles, and simple colour, namely the primaries
and neutrals . The ir emphasis was fo r abstraction and simplification.
Mondrian disassociated hims e lf from the group when o ne of i ts mai n
innova tor s introduced the diagonal ! He himself had been working with a
rect a ngular grid , upon which he placed heavily-out ] i ned squares or rectang l es,
a l 1 upon a neutra l ground, or , upon which he placed rectangles of the
p r imary co lours. The ir failing was that they lacked unity, s i nce they
apJeared
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as backgrounds and foregrounds.
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Piet Mondrian . Broadway Boogie Woog~ 1942-43.
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He resolved

the probl em by moving heavy 1 in e s through the r e ctangl e s;

this 1 in ea r structure created tension against the colour r ec t a ngles. Through
thi s equivalence of opposites , he created a unity. For Mondrian, it was an
express ion of a highe r, mys tical uniJy, which he sensed in mank ind and the
univ e r se .
Mondrian concerne d himself with this format for the following twenty
years. On coming to Ame rica, he lived in Manhattan , which had a tremendous
effect upon him, s ince th e skyscrape r s , built upon the grid system of the
city, were l ike parodies of his paintings . - verticals and horizontals.
Th e buildings at ni ght i nfluenced him mostly, when they became an everchanging pattern of 1 ight and shadow . He managed to incorporate the
exc iteme nt of the city into his pa in tings .
In 1942, he executed one of his most f amous paintings, Broadway
Boogi e Woogl!:..z.. where he depa rted from his long- estab lished formula . The
rectangular gr id remains, but not as a black, linear structure . It is
composed of small r ectangles and squares of red, yellow and blue. The ground
is one plane of off-white, across which the colour vibrates .
Mondrian had been a major influence in Europe , where he had founded
geometric abst r action. Hi s presence in Paris during the 1920 1 s and 1930 1 s
had been invaluable in helping abstract id eas to survive and grow stronger.
In America, he provided much inspiration for the new group of young artists
about to create a r evolution in art .

1 5.

~apter 3.

The Emergence of Abstract Expressionism 1n America.

The 1940 1 s saw in America the birth of a new movement of art,
Abstract Expressionism. Despite the appearance of geometric abstraction ,
introduced to American painters by Mondrian, it could not have been more
removed from the geometric forms and hard-edge paintings of De Stijl.
One particularly strong idea that brought the young artists together
was that they knew what they did not want to paint. They were wishing to
use their own new values, derived from their private visions, no longer
accepting and continuing in known directions. Thus, the essence of their art
came from each individual, the truth of each one's experience .
In 1942, the painter Robert Motherwell made an explicit statement
about art . He said, "The need is for 'felt' experience - intense, immediate,
direct, subtle, unified, warm, vivid, rhythmic. 111

Hebel ieved that Mondrian's

art did not express enough of this 'felt' quality to in terest people any
longer.
The abstract expressionists, although at this time they had no label,
rejected paintings made with precision instruments, and of surfaces devoid
of the artist's hand. They began to experiment with dynamic, unfinished forms,
and to make use of the expressiveness of pai nt itself, to emphasize the
presence of the artist at work.
Since their main problem was 'wha t' to paint, not 'how' , some of the
artists turned toward surreal ism, since its stress lay on meaning, both
human and irrational. The work of Arshile Gorky and Joan Miro interested them,
but not the heavily figurative work of Salvador Dali and Rene Magritte, which
was so caught up with illu sionistic space. Their technique of automatism is
what mainly interested the new artists .

16 .

Automatism was an in tuit iv e and acc idental means of creation ,
tho ughtful, but without control ove r the mind. It was a mea ns by which pure,
raw mate rial could eme rge. Such artists as Jackson Pollock, Ma rk Rothko,
Han s Hoffmann and Adolph Gottlieb all experimented with it in order to arrive
at free and di rect forms, which they then had to find a way of articulating.
Since they were in great admiration of the painterly finesse of European
artists like Picasso and Matisse, they were determined to strive for works
of qu a ! ity, to produce nothing banal.
The subject of a painting was still considered important, but they
wanted to branch off into the unknown, to reveal what lay in the inner mind.
Th ey believed primitive art and ancient myths held spiritual meaning that was
universal, and they began to use such symbols in order to express truths.
Mark Rothko and Adol p h Gottlieb used abstract imagery to express
their modern, mythic art, since they discovered that the dominating tradition
of much Indian and Aboriginal art was in fact abstract. They, with another
painter, Barnett Newman, wrote a letter to the Times saying that, in their
work, they wanted to incorporate th e modern with the primitive, favouring
simpl e expression of the complex thought. They wrote,
1

~e are for the large shape because it has the impact of the

unequivocal. We wish to assert the picture plane. We are for flat forms that
destroy illusion and reveal truth. 112
Thus, the modern idea in painting was to achieve 1 flatness

1

:

there

was a total r ejection of illusioni sm . Eventually, these painters rejected
the surrea list method of automatism, since overlapping elements could occur,
which would create the illusion of depth . After this abandonment, their ideas
favourin g large, simple, abstract, flat forms began to be realized .

17.

A new art was created that really came into being around 1949;
paintings that were not for hanging over the 'mantle', as Barnett Newman had
predicted. The adventure into the unknown had discovered a new imagery, reach ing far beyond the fami l iar and the traditional.
The group of New York artists developed i nto a community who became
familiar with each other's works, and eventually showed together. They
created an aesthetic climate that nurtured innovation and encouraged ex treme
stances.
Clemen t Greenberg was an art critic of the time who felt much respect
and admiration for the works of the new artists. In 1945 , he acclaimed Jackson
Pollock as one of the best of the up and coming artists . He said,

11

Jackson

Pollock's second one- man show • •• •. establ i shes him, in my opinion, as the
strongest pai n ter of his generation . 11 3
He also hailed Robert Motherwe l l and William Baziotes, and sa i d of Hans
1
Ho ff mans
pa1• nt •1ngs ,

11

l
l y re l evant . H·1s pa1nt1ng
· ·
·1s a l 1 pa1nt1ng
•
• . 114
compete

Robert Motherwe ll wrote about his own painting, in 1945, one called
Auto- portra i t ,
"How I feel is not how I look; naturally then, I have not represented
my visage . This is the justification for the non- representational means
employed i n th i s work.'s
Thus, returning to the idea of 'felt' paint i ngs, a colour or shape
was considered as formally correct a nd could be experienced as real . The
content was a depiction of an artisfs creative experience. Since there were
no guidelines for such art , each artist had to find h i s own truth. Painting
renewed its expression as more experiences were felt by the artist .
Meyer Shapiro made this statement,
11
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• • •• •

these e l ements of impulse which seem at first so aimless on

th e c a nvas are built up into a whole ••.. The order i s created before your eyes
a nd it s law is nowhere explicit . Thi s power of the artists ha nd to de liver
con sta ntly el ements of so-called chance or accid ent, which nevertheless belong
to a we ll-def in ed personal class of forms and groupings, is submitted to
critica l control by the artist who i s a l ert to the rightness or wrongness of
th e e lements delivered spontaneously, a nd accepts or rej ects them. 11 6
Apart from the new ideas in painting, the abst r act expressionists were
also caught up with Existentialist thinking, where man was to determine his
own existe nce, avoiding existing habits, standards and i deas . They tried to
use such thinking in their art as well as their lives. Thus, they remained in
a state open to change.
Kandinsky had precede d the abstract expressionist painters in that he
also believed in an art based on

I

inner necessity• . However, he had stopped

painting his abst r act works around 1920, and involved th e use of deep, illusory
space in his work, which was totally out of sympathy with the new achievement
of 'flatness• .

19.

~apt'er 4.

The Action Painters.

By the year 1947, having rejected previous styles of painting, the
abstract expressionists began to arrive at their own personal styles of
expression. These eventually covered a diverse field, but two broad groups
basically existed.
One group, which included Jackson Pollock, Hans Hofmann, Franz Kline
and Willem de Koening, were gesture or action painters. Their paint ings
consisted of a field of free gestures painted with equal intensity, creating
a mass image that expanded right across the whole canvas. This total image gave
the impact of all the energy involved, resulting in very dynamic and expansive
canvases.
They believed their painting to be of great significance in the
contemporary world, reaching far beyond its physical attributes. As De Koening
said, ''Painting isn't just the visual thing that reaches your retina - it's
what is behind it and in it. 111
Th e mean i ng of a painting was not preconceived, but emerged through
the process of creativity. They believed that if they fo llowed their passions
while painting, the content would have to appear. Franz Kline said, 11 ••• if
you meant it enough when you did it, it will mean that much. 112
Harold Rosenberg, another art critic of the time, understood wel 1
the essence of this new way of painting; he saw the canvas as, ·~n arena in
which to act - rather than as a space in which to reproduce, redesign, analyze
or express an object, actual or imagined. 1.3
Thus , their painting relied on their self search, since they rejected
design or picture- mak ing. This led to the creation of imagery that looked as
though it lacked talent, whereas in fact, without a thorough understanding
of drawing and painting, it would lack the cohesion and integrity that it
20.

most decidedly emits .
Th e ir belief in th e 'felt' quality as be ing communicabl e made their
,~o rk val id, s ince a sens itive vi ewe r would be able to exper i ence this. As lon g
as it was honest and meaningful to the artist , the viewer could expe ri ence
someth in g wo rthwhi l e .
Thu s , they worked as freely as possib le, without preconc eptions as to
what they were creating . When Jackson Pol lock began h i s series of 'drip'
paintings in 1947, he emphasized the importa nce of directness.He said that he
preferred to work on the floor, since then he could approach the canvas from
al 1 fo ur sides , and

11

1 iteral ly be in th e painting . ••4

Another artist, William Baziotes, saw the events taking place on the
canvas as unpredictable , and there fore, su rpri sing . He considered each canvas
as a separate · evolvement , with no system being used. He said, "As I work, or
when the painting is fini s hed , the subject reveals its e lf . 11 5
They all fol lowed their own methods , allowing for the emergence of
wh atever came from the energy th ey put into i t. Thus, painting had become an
adv e nture. Juan Gris said, "You are lost the instant you know wha t the result
will be.'~

They all were for the utmost of creativ i ty .

Th e gesture painte rs aban do ned the earlier use of automatism, since
th ey opted for 'dec ision- making', not the total abandonment to c hance. They
beli eved in willed act ion, not in free images supposedly pourin g from the
unconscious mind .
Even Pollock, whos e 'drip' paintings look very sponta neous, insisted
on c hoice. He said, " It seems to be possible to control the flow of paint, to
a grea t extent. " 7
Th e act ion painters were a n unprecedented phenomenon . The ir forms were
ext r eme , in line with one of Kandinsky's ideas , which wa s that a n arti s t was
un der a mora l obi igation to use "only those forms which ful fi 11 his Q\\ln need. 118

Jackson Pollock
Jackson Pollock is really the hero of the 1940 1 s generation of artists.
He was the first to abandon traditional techniques in so many ways. Even though
he had no direct followers of his personal style, he definitely affected the
course of modern painting from thereon.
He foresaw that painting had to move towards a much larger scale,
becoming

wall pictures or murals. Instead of a painting being a detached object

to look at, it became a whole environment that encompassed the viewer on all
sides. He had also arrived at an all-over image, with no beginning and no end,
which extended to all edges of the canvas and implied continuation beyond them.
His style was unprecedented. By the year 1947, Pol Jock had already
painted a few all-over canvases with mythical imagery, but in this year, he
took the step to complete abstraction with his famous 'drip' paintings. This
is where he gave up using brushes and began to pour paint on the canvas, using
objects like sticks and knives to manipulate the paint.
In stead of defining images, he created an expansive web of free,
interlacing 1 ines, producing a frontal picture over the passive plane of the
canvas. There were.no focal points, thus accentuating the all-over-ness and
creating a continuum of energy. Colour was distributed over the whole surface,
which consisted of a variety of textures, rhythms, densities, twists and turns.
He heralded a new way of painting that was much more direct and
improvisational, with its total freedom of gesture. His work was packed with
energy and drama, and since the public's first reaction was of shock from
such an assault of the senses, the phrase 'Jack the Dripper' was coined by
one critic. However, when the prejudices of what one expects to see are overcome, a Pollock painting can be enjoyed in all its splendour.
Pollock's work is the epitome of non-picturemaking. Mondrian took
abstraction to one extremity , arriving at impersonal, angular imagery of clear

surfa ces. Pollock took it to another extreme position, arriving at his very
\~ild, personal configurations . Either stance is val id. As Pollock saJd,
11

· t ·,ng ·,s se l f - d ·,scovery. Every goo d ar t ·,s t pains
· t what he ·, s. 111
. .. . Pa,n
Pollock was concerned with creating an event that took place on one

plane. He was not concerned with creating illusory space; he was dealing with
'flatness' . Clement Greenberg said, concerning this,
"Pollock's strength lies in the emphatic surfaces of his pictures,
which it is his concern to maintain and intensify in all that thick, ful iginous
flatness. fl 2
Pollock executed his 'drip' paintings on the floor, as it allowed him
to use his whole body i n his creative act, rather than just his elbow and wrist.
Approached from all sides , he felt more a part of the painting . He wrote ,
11

When I am in my painting, I 'm not aware of what I am doing. It is

only after a sort of 'get acquainted' period that I see what I have been about .
I have no fears about making changes,destroying the image, etc., because the
painting has a l i fe of its own. I try to let it come through . It is on l y when
I lose contact with the painting that the resu l t is a mess . Otherw i se, the r e
i s pure harmony, an easy give and take, and the painting comes out well. 113
The departure from traditional techniques that Pollock was most
criticized for was the seeming use of accidenta l effects. However, he denied
the role of chance and expressed how much he was i n control. He said ,
4
I
fl I don
t use the ace i dent, 1 cause I deny the ace i dent . 11 He be 1 i eved that the
action was willed by h imself, and from the resu l ts , he chose what was va l id,
although he could come across surpr i ses that were meaningfu l. His marks were
determined, and, thereafter, the emphasis lay on choice. Unl i ke the su r rea l ists,
who totally abandoned themselves to chance, in theory at least, Pollock did not,
at al 1.
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Jackson Pollock. Moon Woman Cuts thP Circle. 1944-45.

Jackson Pollock. Number 1. 1948.

After 1950, Pollock returned to use of the human figure, reviving his
earlier mythical subject matter, but cont i nuing to use his 'drip' technique.
He also gave up using colour, to use black alone . The paintings became far less
1 inear, acquiring puddled areas of thick paint with soft edges.
By 1953. he had abandoned his 'drip' technique altogether, reaching a
critical point, both in his life and his art . Having had problems with alcohol ism
for many years , he took to drinking again and h i s output of work dropped . He began
to paint with a brush again, and reintroduced colour into his work, unt i l his
death i n an acc i dent in 1956 . Al though h i s l ater works are much less vital, his
contribution to Amer i can painting remains indisputable .
I think the steps he took away from the traditions of painting reveal
a remarkable conf i dence, and I find it surpr i sing that after creating an amazing
new visual statement, he should return fu l l ci r cle and end us i ng the brus h once
more .

24 .

Franz Kline
Franz Kline is an interesting painter who evolved his own style from
his own impetus. He had been a figurative painter, dep i cting

many scenes of

buildings and tra i ns from the coal - mi ning area of Pennsylvania, where he had
grown up . Haning felt much dissatisfaction with his work during the 1940 1 s ,
he did a series of black and white drawings, where he enlarged the image itself
to a single motif wi th i ts own space relationships . On seeing these images
enlarged by project i on, he r ealised their implications as free, abstract images .
As Elaine de Koening sa i d,

11

The actual dimension had to meet the sca l e of his

concept, a nd sudden l y his painting changed size . 111
Th i s was the dec i s ive move for Kline from figurative work to bold,
gestura l painting of a very physical nature. At first , he experimented with
enamel paint on sheets of newsp~per, but f i nding the size too confi n ing, he

moved to huge canvases, using house- painting brushes and five - ga l lo n cans of
commerc i a l pa i nt.
His paint i ngs exude absolute confidence wi th their large, bold, rugged
brush strokes. They have a certain immed iacy about them, yet the marks are very
controlled and thought out. There are contrasts of matt and gloss paint, and
very particular edges achieved everywhere from the continuous overpai nting of
black and white.
Kli ne presents us with this arena of driv i ng and dramatic forms, a
conflict of elements heightened by the extreme contrast of black and wh i te.
The whites are not a ground upon which he works: they are paint and relate to
the black areas. He once thought of I ine as a positive mark on a neutral
surface, until, in 1947, he did some white drawings, which exposed a lot of
white paper and extens i ve overpainting . From th i s, he recogrii zed that white
was also a posit ive element .

25.
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Franz Kline. Mahon;ng~ 1956.

Kline's work ha s been thought to have bee n in f lu enced by Jap anese
calligraphy, but, in fact, it differs in many ways, mainly by the fact that
he does not operate on a passive ground. He says that the Ori e ntal id ea of
space is not painted space, but his is , and that overpa inting is something
totally fo reign to Eastern art.
Thus, Kline presents us with opposing elements suspended in a s omewhat precarious state of balance; the oppress ion of th e blacks battles against
the expan s ivenes s of the whites .
Kline sees his work as'painting expe riences' . He does not set out to
paint a particular experience, but whatever happens on the canvas is genui nely
felt . He says ,
"When I look out the window - I 've always li ved in the city - I don 't
see t r ees in bloom or mountain l a urel . What I do see, or rath e r, not what I see
but the fee l i n gs aroused i n me by that looking - is what

paint . 112

The only prerequisites for his paintings are surpr i se and excitement . He does
not set out with goals. His work does t e nd to hol d associations with architecture , especially
wh e n his images become mor e monumenta l in sca l e, as they did i n his l ate r work.
He is unconcerned as to peop le mak ing r efe rence s to worldly phenomena . He say s ,
"The only th i ng th ey could be i s e i ther highways, or arch i tecture, o r bridges . 113
find I do not agree with this sta tement . Unl ess they are presented
as be ing s uch phenomena, I do not see why one should find it acceptable that
people read such r efe rence s into abstract marks . They stand r emoved from
natu re and shou l d be considered in this same way.
However, Kline preferred not to articu l ate about his work , preferring
to l et hi s paintings account for themselves . It was not until his \vork had
matured and he had become consciously aware of hi s in tentions that he felt able
to comment .

Towards the e nd of th e 1950 1 s, he introduce d ha lf-tones in t o hi s
pa in t in gs , which made them more myst e rious, since the ac t i on became less
viol e nt . Occasionally, he introduced other colours. Although he was concerned
with eliminating the unn e ce ssary, the subtlety of colour add ed a certain
warmth, although it lessened th e ir monume ntality. Neverth e less, Kline pursued
his styl e indiscriminately . As Frank 0 1 Hara wrote, about Kline,
did not exist, he created them.

1

~hen problems

114

Kline di e d in 1962, before resolving the presence of colour in his
work. However, he stands as one of the leading and influ ential artists amo ngst
the abstract expressionists.
I f i nd his paintings strong and tough, but all that black and white I
find too stark . In fact , I definitely enjoy the paint i ngs wi th colour in much
more, as they exude some warmth.

Willem de Kooning_._
Willem de Kooning stands out as one of the influential gesture painters,
although many phases of fi~~rative work are interspersed between his excellent
abstract periods . He rejected traditional imagery and every definition of art
in order that his art could derive from himself.
In his paintings of the 1930's and 1940 1 s, he improvised on certain
features of the anatomy which resu l ted in rather fragmented figures, which
helped lead him to abstraction. His early images were of solitary males , drawn
in a rather flattened sty l e, with an all - over intensity. Later,'Woman' became
his theme, expressed in numerous att i tudes.
After 1942, he became involved with the automatist technique, and
produced paintings that fused semi - geometric forms with loose, organic ones .
They were painted very th i nly, and the calligraph i c aspect of them is ve r y
graceful, since they were derived from the human form.
I t was not until 1948 that he produced his first abstractions. At first
he used only black and white, creating a continuous surface of interpenetrating
forms, and using enamel paints since they would not fade . The energy they
contain is tight, not expansive as a Pollock; the dense areas collide within
the canvas, even though there are no boundaries. There are no pauses on the
canvas.
De Koening always

leaves his paintings open to revision, suggestive

of the doubts and anxieties he has about 1 ife. The agitated marks and the
ambiguity created suggest this too. They never appear as absolute final statements. He did, in fact, want his work to express his creative struggle. He
said, " I never was interested in how to make a good painting .•.

111

The unfinished l ook captures the instabil i ty of urban 1 ife, with room for
modification.His work refers to peeling bill - boards and graf f iti on walls .

I

Wi l 1em de Koon i n q . I.Jorn an 1 . 1 9 52 .

Nonetheless, the drawing of his brushe d and scraped gesture s is precise.
Ev e ntually, he introduced colour, making his 1 ines both painterly and
colouristic . His insistence on good draftsmaaship confirmed his 1 inks to
Europ ean art . He said of cubism, "It didn't want to get rid of what went before.
Instead it added something . 112 However, he was unable to remain within the
cubist tradition of firm, pictorial structure; he needed to be ambiguous and
energetic to express his restlessness. Rather than creating strong, measured
areas, he preferred forms that were much more organic and interchanging .
During the 1950's, his paintings became much more gestural, and far
mor e abstract in feeling, rather than suggesting segments of the body. With
no preconceptions, he indulged in the action of the paint itself, allowing
the brushstrokes to discern the content. His i nspiration came from the act
itself, and his marks were able to hold any ·meaning whatsoever. He said,
"Through your eyes, it again be comes an emotion or idea. It does not
matter if it's different from mine as long as it comes from the painting which
has it's own integrity and inte nsity . "3
Hebel ieved that each artist brought pa i nting to life out of his own
1 ife. He had a concept of art as having 'no style' , but of being work that
was in a state of transformation since it was not dependant on past forms nor
indifferent to them. He said, "Painting is a way of living today, a style of
1 iving so to speak. That is where the form of it 1 ies.'A
After 1951 , he reintroduced the figure into his work, and executed the
first phase of his 'Woman' paintings. He c e rtainly did not depict beauty in
the traditional sense of the word . His women were rather fierce, ugly depictions,
heavily exaggerated by his use of wild paint. When first seen, the paintings
wer e considered rather vulgar, _and he was criticised for his return to use of
the figur e. However, he himself felt that he had never totally reject ed th e
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Willem de Kooning. ~pikes Folly~ 1960.

figure, and at that point in time, he felt an overpowering urge to come to
t e rms with the female as a subject.
Thi s return to figurat ion again 1 inks h im to past tra d ition, although
his imag e ry was certainly new. Since human forms take up space, he did not
deny his painted figures their space, but he was also concerned in asserting
the picture s~rface. He did this in three ways. First, by flattening the model ;
second, by fragmenting the planes, so that they spread across the picture
surface; and third, by merging parts of the body with the background to retain
a s·i ngle image .
In 1955, he again abandoned the figure, and his abstracts were full of
turbul e nt brushwork. Gradually, the gestures became fewer and larger as his
drawing simpl ified, and the canvas became more expansive in feeling. Colour
became more domi nant , but the feeling was still very lyrical, with the use of
pinks, blues and yellows. The marks were more stable, with less interlacing
and more of a horizontal and vertical pull.
By 1960, the female had reappeared again, but wi th more of a sexual
emphasis , due to heavy distortions of the parts of the body and its functions.
'Woman' could never exhaust itself as a subject for de Koening, since she
dominated his thoughts and was so apparent in his everyday existence . For
de Koening , each phase of his work is a response to his everyday situat i on.
In this later •woman' series, the despair of his earlier work is surpassed by
a mood of joy.
Even thou gh de . Koening rejects illusionism and deals with paint on
the surface of the ca nva s, as the othe r abstract artists did, he is unable to
confine himself to the abstract image. Around 1950, Clement Greenburg said .
that it was imposs ibl e to paint a face today. De Kooning said, "That's ri ght,
and it' s impossible not to. 115
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Willem de Koening. Untitled XI. 1975.

His insistence is that a nythin g is possible; that history is open and al 1
i deas permiss ible - except those of exclusivity.
I find the 'painting' itself in de Kooning:s work absolutely luscious
and delightfu l. The colour, texture and action add up to very strong, fine
paintings. At first, I found the 'Woman ' paintings quite repulsive. They were
rather grotesque depictions that I found no sympathy with , and

would have

preferred the image not to have been there. However, gradually

find them more

acceptable , but it i s the purely abstract ones that are excellent in my opinion.
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Hans Hofmann
Hans Hofmann was steeped in the tradition of Europe a n painting. As a
student,he had been introduced to impre ss ionism. At the turn of the century,
he moved to Paris, where Matisse became one of his strongest influences . With
Robert Dela unay, he moved along a parallel path as they used colour in their
work.Apart from embracing fauvism, he saw the bitth of cubism, which he
enjoyed with its emphasis on forms.
His amalgamation of all these styles reflected his feeling toward
tradition.

It was many years before he arrived at his own style of abstract

painting.Althoagh he stuck close to cubist design, he loosened it by opening
up the closed planes and by using colour itself.as a structure .
As early as 1943, he placed high-keyed colours against each other;
their inter-action created the form of the painting . He was concerned with
flatness . He would pull back colours that jumped out and push forward those
that tried to recede. Thi s 'push and pul 1 ' was his major theme. The forms
we re chunky and the surface was very 1 ively and rich in pigmentation . His
push and pull theory was not as simple as may be supposed. As Hofmann said,
"It is actually the secret of three-dimensionality, of a flat surface .....
creating space without destroying the surface, without drilling a hole in the
surface."

1

The f ullnes s of colour and the surface qualities came directly from
the act of painting. Hebel ieved in free execution with little premeditation.
Heb e l i eved painting to be intuitively conditioned. He may have gathered some
of thes e ideas from Kandinsky, but he did not put them -i•nto practice until
th e 1940 ' s . Since he worked without preconcept~ons , he would l et the
painting develop according to his senses, fee 1 i ngs and moods.

It

1,,1ou 1d

go

through masses of developments, all created, not accidents, during which
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Hans Hofmann

LanrlscaP.e.
- 1940 .

a r ela tion sh ip would have developed betwee n himsel f and hi s ca nv as . He
conside red this to be a po e tic re l ation sh i p . As he said,

11

1 consi de r this to

be poe try expressed in colour. 112
His e njoyme nt of spontaneity l e d him to invent many different images.
He a l so poured paint directly onto the canvas , in fact, t hree years befo re
Pol lock did! The image ry of his earlier work was of abstractions from nature ;
recognis a bl e forms are flattened i nto planes . They are very energetic works,
rich in colour and texture, ang quit e suggestive of the abstract shapes he
was late r to use .
I n 1942, he became intere s ted in automatism, which he incorporated
with cubist design. Like his counterparts, he also used imagery with mythic
connotations. In some works, he obliterated some of the images , and others
are so spontaneous that th ey lose their cubist spirit , and become quite
abstract.
I t was after 1946 that he really moved into abstract paint i ng . He used
vigorou s brushwork and vivid co l ours in very open areas. After 1952, the areas
turned into oblong planes scattered amongst calligraphic areas, with very
loos e brushwork. Later aga i n,

the planes of co l our filled the canvas.

As a reaction to these, in the late · SO's, the density vani s hed t o leave simple,
broad marks of translucent quality on a wh i te surface . These paint i ngs are ful 1
of airiness.
Hofma nn seems to have gone through far more styles of painting than
any other of the abstract expressionists. I really enjoy the paint i ngs of the
1950' s , with their thick , lusciou s paint of wonderfully bright colours which
are so optimistic. His particular sort of energy is so stimulating because it
i s so declared. His paintings celebrate. He stated, "My work should reflect
my moods a nd the great enjoyment which I had vvhen I did the work. 1 3
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Hans Hofmann. Rhapsody~ 1965.

Hans

Hofmann. Deep within the Ravine. 1965.

Hofmann spent many years being a teacher . Hebel ieved teaching to be
~

tremendous experience, but also , he believed that it was actually impossible

to teach art. He sa i d that you can let people paint, but you cannot teach
them the sixth sense . Hebel ieved that talent developed through work, not from
a teacher or outside influen:::es. He said,

11

The child is really an artist, and

the artist should be l ike a child, but he should not stay l ike a child.

114

The difference between the two is that child art is purely emotional a nd
emerges from the subconsc ious, whereas great art

retains an awareness of

exper i ence as the work is created.
Once Hofmann gave up teach i ng, his painting b l ossomed , and he created
some great art.
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__ib_apter 5. The Colour-Field Painters.
Colour-field painting was the other mainstream of abstract expressionism.
It was concerned with floating films of colour, using their expressiveness
to depict abstract ideas. The main exponents were Clyfford Still, Mark Rothko
and Barnett "Newman~ Adolph Gott! ieb and Robert Motherwell were al so important
artists in this field.
Symbol ism and figuration were rejected, leaving room for an intense
field of colour that obviously had an immense visual impact on the viewer.
The paintings were vast expanses that dominated the viewer and encompassed him,
with each part of the canvas being of an equal chromatic intensity.
The isolated , simple elements of these works contained none of the
frenzy of the works by the gesture painters . The surface ~-1as similarly treated
as a field, but the 1 inear imagery was r e:!moved. However, the expertise of
drawing was more crucial to these paintings, since the simplification put
heavy emphasis on the vitality of the drawing in order not to fail. The
formal problems were even harder to deal with, since they had diverged even
further from the traditions i n art .
The content in their paintings was determined by their individual
att i tudes. During the early 40 1 s, they had all been invoved in semi - abstract
mythical paintings, but they rejected them to find a more universal and
immediate statement.
BarnettNewman _tho~ght that a totally non - symbolic approach was
possible,
11

0ne that emphasized the expressive potential of the abstract shape

in itself as a

1

1 iving thing 1 • • • • The abstract shape was therefore real,rather

than a formal abstraction of a visual fact with its overtone of an already
known nature. 1 '1
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In s tea d of art of 'purest vision', Ne~..,iman proposed an art of 'pure idea 1 ,
wh i ch could make contact with the mystery of man ' s being.
Mark Rothko was also 1n favour of a non-symbolic art. He wrote that
art would have to rid i tself of the familiar if it was to transcend. His
paintings aimed for this transcendence. In 1949, he wrote,
"The progression of a painter's work • . . • . will be toward the elimination
of all obstacles between the painter and the idea, and between the idea and
the observer. 112
Clyfford Still shared both their views. Thus, their paintings were
grand, in keeping with their ambitions; they used the power of colour itself
to create sublime experiences, working upon Matisse's idea that colour could
act "upon the inner sensibility 1 ike th e sudden stroke of a gong. 113
They were totally opposed to the imposition of any sort of system,as
Mondrian had proposed, and they rejected automatism, as this revea led something
more personal than universal. The simp licity of their paintings had an impact
that surpassed any other form of art. With their vast,even surfaces and
suggestion of expansion, they allowed

gentle progression over them.

Robert Goldwater said,
'~simplification of technique and an omission of all detail, a
deliberate suppression of nuance and overtone

could lead to a single,

undifferentiated, overwhelming emotional effect. 114
After 1950, the scale of their canvases became monamental. They also
began to entertain a v~ry precious attitude about their work. Since they
wanted their work to be 'revelationary', they insisted that their works be
hung in small spaces in order that the viewer would be enveloped by the
canvas, and thus forced to consider nothing else but it.
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By the end of the 1940's, the two main phases of abstract expressionism
we r e established.
The colour-field painter had a thorough knowledge of the art of the
past, in order that it would not enter into his own work . Having arrived at
his own, new format that fulfilled his intention, he did not require to look
further. He used the same basic format to express his ideas.
The gesture painter constantly questioned what he already knew , and
thus relearned with each new painting. A painting was completed when he r eached
the moment of realisation. As Motherwell said ,
"Ultimate unifications come about through modulation of the surface
by innumerable trials and errors. The final picture is the process arrested
at the moment when what I was looking for flashes into view. "5
The gesture painter saw the colour-field painter as too intellectual
with his' idea art', and the colour-field painter considered the gesture painter
to be too concerned with'method'. Their extreme positions helped to create a
sense of drama, enhanced by the vast canvases they produced. As Motherwell said,
"The·· .larg~ format, at one blow, destroyed the century- long tendency of
the French to domestrcize modern painting , to make it intimate. We replaced
the nude girl and the French door with a modern Stonehenge, with the sense of
. •••• 116
t h e su b 1 .,me.an d t he tragic

These painters met with much hostility from the public, but their
excitement nurtured them, for they were lahead' for once i n the development
of modern art .
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~yfford Sti 11 .

Clyfford Still 1s first abstract paint i ngs shm,m i n 1947, expressed a
new pa th for abstract art. Previous to this, he had painted landscapes of th e
American We st and distorted images of pregnant wome n and bony men. During the
40's, his work had begun to show signs of abstraction, with the beginnings of
torn areas.
His new work was bold and physical, with heavy, paint-encrusted surfaces,
and his imag e ry of flame- 1 ike marks eating at the canvas. The areas do not
separate except as zones of a field, and the vertica l ity of these elements
suggests a continuous plane, implying extension beyond the edges of the canvas .
The rawness and rudeness of h i s work strongly attacked established art.
Hi s ragged forms deny sophistication, since they seem arbitrarily drawn and
present themselves as a bulging, modelled surface. The past represented to
Still,

11

a

body of history matured into dogma, authority, tradition . •• The

homage paid to it is a celebration of death . 111
This strong attitude encouraged him in his belief of the indiv i dual of his own development of his own vision . He was however affected by some art
of the past, especially Turner's atmospheres and the viv i d, simple planes of
colour used by Matisse and Gauguin.
Eventually, n is work contained less of the jagged areas and more of
th e open colour field . Around 1948, he produced several works that were almost
b l ack, since at th i s t ,ime, he was using earth co l ours in order to avoid
pleasant or symbolic colours wh i ch would have familiar of conventional associa tions . He said , "Since I wish to use colour to depict directly a new , unique
subject. . .. ! have to use it in a new

and, for many, displeasing way. 112

After 1950, he 1 ightened his textures and began to use much brighter
c.) lo urs, sometimes leaving parts of the canvas bare .
~8.

Clyfford Still. Untitled. 1957 .

The areas became more defined and the paintings expressed a more lyrical
quality . He also began to paint on vast scales to express a sense of the
monumental, and to encourage the feeling of expans i on .
Mark Rothko said of

Still 1s work, that he had transformed every shape

i nto 11an organic entity, inviting a multiplicity of associations. 113
His work is often seen as abstractions of American, panoram i c landscape rather
than as metaphys i cal experiences. His own writings suggest he was a pioneer,
not of the West, but of art, exploring a mythical landscape. He wrote ,
11t t was a journey that one must make, walk i ng straight and alone • • .•
until one had crossed the darkened and wasted valleys and come at last into
clear air and could stand on a high and limitless pla i n. Imagination, no longer
fettered by the laws of fear, became as one with Vision . 114
Clyfford Still has a unique vitality. Hav i ng established his imagery,
he simply developed and i ntens i fied it . Hi s response was to his inner self
rather than to the influences of nature , art or other stimuli. During his
teaching days of the 40 1s, he was greatly adm i re4 for his rebelliousness and
non-conformity both to l i fe and a rt.
Still was the only one of the major abstract expressionists who came
from the West coast of America, and yet discovered abstract painting for
himself. San Francisco was an art centre, but un like New York, had no influence
from European emigres and much less French art culture . Nevertheless, artists
needed to create a new, individual style, and since there was little 'art world 1
to worry about, artists like Still could take big risks.
The San Francisco Museum of Art now owns thirty - three of his paintings ,
covering forty years of his work. One third of them are always on vi ew, and
his paintings can only travel with his permission. He said that when he was a
boy on a ranch in Alberta, he hitch - hiked over a thousand miles to hear
Ra chmaninoff give a concert. Thus, he believes that people truly interested

in his paintings will travel to see them . An excellent group of his paintings
can therefore be seen in one col l ection .
I do not like the texture and colour of his early work, as it seems
too dry and dead , but I find the later ones much fresher . I admire the uniqueness of his imagery, but I do not find his paintings beautiful . They are
interesting and str0ng paintings, but, for me, the fiery l icks deny romance.
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Mark Rothko .

Mark Rothko was of Russian origin but had 1 iv ed in America since he
was a yo ung boy . He did not encounter the visual arts until he was in his
t0enties, and since he largely taught hims e lf to paint, his ambition was to
make painti ng s as powerful as poet ry or music. Thus, being self-taught, his
work s howe d 1 ittle r ef l ec tion of past painting .
His paintings of th e 30 1 s are of .immobile, isolated figures situated
in urban environments, They contain large, flat areas of colour, already a
point e r to th e dir ection he was to take - an assertion of the picture plane.
His d i ssat isfaction with thes e works led him to experiment with the automatist
technique in 1942, since he he ld much admiration for the surrealists.
He us ed as his theme ancient myths, as he believed they contained
ti me less symbols accessible to man 1 s experience . The orga nic creat ions were
made of e l eme nts human, vegetable and animal, inhabiting an imaginary world .
He used mute , pale colours which ~ave a luminous quality, bu t the thinly
dominated grounds are dominated by the calligraphic fi gur es.
Th e grounds eve n t ually became horizontal bands, running from one edge
of the canvas to the othe r.By 1947, he had abandoned the symbols entirely. He
had come to believe that any refence at all to nature or existing art conflicted
with the idea of the unive rsal, since they were already finite and thus
I imitin g. In fact, there was no public myth and the painting itse lf had to
declare its own integr~ty·.
His new paintings appeared as soft - edged r e ctangular shapes of colour,
placed one above the other on a vertical g~ound of rather ambiguous space.
The atmosphere of these large canvases arous ed a visual and emot ional r esponse;
they we r e d ramat ic and powerful, immed ia te and resonant . These monumental
pa in t i ngs oozed silence in their beauty, a nd demanded contemplation s ince

they were so absorbing and envelop i ng.
Unlike the paintings executed by the gestural artists, Rothko's
surface texture is as neutral as poss i ble; thus, the vision is not interfered
with by the method of the painting itself. The rectangular shapes are distinct,
yet the blurred edges prevent a sharp division from the ground. In order to
be seen as a whole , the colour is spread almost to the edges , and does not
suggest expansion beyond them . The painting i s seen as an entity. The rect angular shapes are very gen tle and composed; there is no agitation set up
amongst them .
I find his paintings very peaceful and beautiful , and I admire his
powerful use of colour . However, when he uses heavy, almost forebodi ng co l our,
I find them too solemn , as they lead me to the depths of existence, and I find
this too doom i ng. When he uses a br i ght range of colour,

find them unbelievably

wonderful, as they express such profound joy. Rothko said, "Pictures must be
miraculous. 111 I th i nk some of his pictures certainly are .
Having arrived at this format to convey his i deas, Rothko contin ued to
work wi th it. His concern with frontal ity was i nfluenced by the fronta l shapes
of Matisse and Mi lton Avery. Even though he elim i nated the conventional use
of depth in his work , i t is hard to see the paint i ngs as f l at, since the surface
is so alive . They capture the feeling of an impending moment caught in suspense.
Rothko said of his work,
11

1 think of my pictu r es as dramas; the shapes in the pictures are the

performers. They have been created from the need for a group o~ actors who
are able to move dramat i cally without embarassment and execute gestures
without shame. 112
Between the major rectangles of colour, there are often areas which
both divide and unite the canvas. Sam Hunter wrote ,. "It is at the divide . . . ..
42.
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Mark Rothko. ~tismal Scene . 1945.

M~rk Rothko. No22. 1950.

that s uspense - that element that Rothko calls viol e nce - invigorates almost
impe rcep tibly the overall l·yridsm. 113
Since the process involved in mak ing his paintings is not presented,
no gesture , no imp asto, no directional marks, Rothko does not impose himself.
If thi s lack of his imposit ion suggests that the viewer should not impose
hi mse lf e ither, the transcendence of any being suggests death . It seems from
his late r canvases that he was caught up with such thoughts, for his palette
become s very dark.
In the l ate 50 ' s, he was commissioned to do a set of murals fo r a
restaurant in the Seagram Building in New York. He executed three sets, but
found them totally unsuitable for such a situation . In them, he hag abandon ed
the recta ngular areas of colour for rectangular fr ames of a single hue,set in
a field of colour . Th ey suggest an entrance, but they dare one to enter .
He kept the~ for many years, and then donated one set to the Tate Gallery 1n
London . They .,are dark red a nd black in colour, and are very majestic, but
convey an overwhelming sen s e of doom and oppression .
His last few paintings returned to the previous format , but retained
the heavy colours of the murals.
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Barne tt Ne\.;man .

BarnettNewman

was the artist who took colour-field painting to its

extreme s. He had a vision of what he saw painting to be, and he seriously set
out to achieve it. His early work had also involved the automatist technique
in hi s pre sentation of mythical imagery. He 1.vas greatly influenced by the primitive
art of the North-West Coast Indians. Hebel ieved , 11 The primitive artist gives
us a vision, complete and naive.

111

Eventually, he, too, abandoned the ideas of the surrealists, rejecting
th e tri c k of illusionism. He wanted to create an abstract art form that was
not constructed and not beautiful; one that consisted of large, flat, simple
shapes, absolute and non-illusionistic . In a letter to the New York Times that
he had composed with Rothko and Gott l ieb, he had stated, ''Art should embody the
impact of elemental truth . 11

2

Newman · had already written a lot about art, and in his writings, he
always emp hasized content . However, the reaction by other artists to his work
wa s not too favourable, as it lacked his personal 'painter! iness

1

and was

considered too intellectual. Yet , visually, it has immense impact and is allengulfing. I t is positive l y an emotlve

experience, whetlF.ter highly intellectual

or not.
In 1948, he wrote about his belief in the 'pure idea'. This he saw as
an opposition to the ideal of beauty inherent in European art. Instead of perfect
form, he sought an art .where form could be formless, something that would
sug gest "the mysterious sub 1 i me rather than the beaut i fu 1 ~·.

3

Hi s writ i ng anticipated his field painting, as did his ideas on 1 ine. He wanted
1 in e to be epic , and saw it as a gesture, as primitive man had used it. Taken
fro ~ fi guration And mass, he saw it as a free,personal gesture, in a free space .
44 .

Inste ad of it being an outline that depicted shapes or set off spaces, he
thought it s hould declare space itself. He wrote, " Instead of working with
remnants of space, I work with the whole space . 114
In his first show in 1950, his paintings were of a flat single colour ,
with one or several narrow, vertical bands of differing colours running down
the canvas.The bands do not divide the canvas but give . :: scale and preven t it
from inertia. Sometimes the eqges are straight, sometimes fragmented, which
open th e picture plane, rather than 1 ie on it. The bands vary in width and
placement and create a tension where the colour is torn apart.
Newman. : worked in a manner that was totally opposed to that of Mondrian,
who worked with parts that related to a whole. For Newmann, the perception was
total, and whether he used verticals or horizonta l s , the only edge they cross
is the edge of the canvas. His 1 ine emphasizes one space . The drawing is extremely
precise, and the effect is of sternness rather than sensuality .
Colour i s a very important part of his work. The field is always one
single colour and he rejects gestural, tactile or atmospheric surfaces , in
order to give a greater impact. He first used earth colours, but later moved
to brighter colours which scream their purity.
The canvases are huge, and most definitely demand contemplation. They
innund a te the onlooker and perfo rm an act of communion . This is the aspect I
admire about Newman: s . work . One cannot he 1p but be swamped by the mood they
evoke. Newman -'·s ·: scale is to provoke one to 'participate with' rather than
'react to' his work. Because he has taken the risk of abandoning familiar
geometry for propos i tions yet untried, he has produced an awesome, yet simple ,
phenomenon.
In his show in 1951, at the Betty Parsons gall ery, Miss Parsons suggests
that what Newman

45.

expresses is, "Sil e nce, simplicity, eternity . 11 5

Barnett Newman. Joshua. 1950.

However, a critic cal led Belle Krasn e , in her review of th e show, found them
pretentious, except for the more modest ones. She stated that these concepts
can be sca led, as Malevich did so succes sfully thirty years before, with his
piece , White on white • As she said, rather facetiously,

11

l t was smal 1~1~ Th i s

is an interesting po in t; both canvases may depict the same, but the experience
of being enveloped by a vast amount of colour is i n no way comparab l e to that
of standing apart from and looking at a small o ne.
What Newman gives us is , as Greenb ierg says , .,colour space 1 , and i t is
not r ea l ly comparable to anything else.
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Adolph Gottlieb.

The admiration for surreal ism is the event that helped Adolph Gottlieb
break away f rom traditional painting . He had a good background knowledge of
European painting from his travels as a young man. His early paintings were
usually of landscapes made from sketches of Massachusettes, and later, still] ives, using found sea- shore objects: He depicted such things as shells, starfish,etc., set in three- dimensional boxes against a receding background .
In 1941, he abandoned this style for a series of paintings which he
termed as 'Pictographs', a phase which lasted for eleven years. He had come to
rejec t accepted ideas of what a paint i ng should be, as he said, "in order to
be free to express what was visually true for me . 111
The Pictographs consisted of a grid, intuitively drawn, with selected images
i n each of the compartments . The division of the surface had obviously come
from the earlier still-1 ives 1 and had also an affinity to Mondrian, with the all over image and the awareness of the edge of the canvas . The flattened grid
eliminated any focal point, and the flat images were removed from familiar con~
texts.This juxtapositioning of different images and the automatic technique
were the aspects that Gottlieb acquired from the surrealists, but he rejected
their use of illusionism.
Thus, his images have no sequence to them, which leaves the viewer
free to his own interpretation and reading . Gottlieb said, "Subjective images
do not have to have rational association, but the act of painting must be
rational, objective and consciously discipl ined. 112
Around 1942, both he and Rothko were thinking along the same 1 ines.
Th ey both wanted to do something to change the accepted course of painting , and
their first thought was to use different subject- matter , to get away from
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Adolph Gottlieb. Abstraction . 1944.

social r ea l ism and American scene painting. The answer they came up with was
to use mythological subject matter. They were successful; the way of painting
did ch a nge , and ev e ntually, they did not need to use such subject
In a l et t er to the New York Ti mes, Gottli e b and Rothko wrote,

11

matter.

To us, art is

an adv e n t ure into the unknown world, which can only be explored by those
willing to take the risks . 11 3
Gottl ieb's imagery in the pictographs i s of birds, fish, reptiles,
anatomical parts and abstract signs. He was influenced mainly by hieroglyphs
and American Indian totems . The isolation of his images gives the paintings a
strong emotional character, and certain tension is created between these and
the static grids. The ea rlier paintings are very 1 inear and painted with earth
colours, thus appearing quite primitive.
In the late 40 ; s , the surface became looser, with forms and colour
spilling out over the grid. The static feeling is disturbed, and with the use
of brighter colours, the paintings become much more sensuous .
After 1950, he developed a new imagery, where th e grids lose their
system and turn into an arrangement of thick, black 1 ines formed into a
vigorous bunch, no lon ger dictating a vertical and horizontal feeling. With
one or two colours juxtaposed between the 1 ines in varying layers, the paintings
contain a soft luminosity and are ambiguous in depth. With the symbo ls removed,
the grid formation becomes the subject of the painting. They are quite chaotic
works, as opposed to the orderliness of the pictographs.
Gottlieb was not concerned with 'flatness' as a motive. His paint lies
in varying depths;

1 in es run over planes and 1 ines superimpose 1 ines many times.

Thus, Gottlieb invented his own formal system to depict his ideas. Even though
the approach to the canvas was planned with the regular grid id e a, the action
which then fo llowed wa s certainly unique and not anticip a t ed . He be! i eved that
pa inting was concerned with self- discovery, and that one a rriv ed a t the image

If"\

through the act of painting . He said,"When I m work i ng, I m thinking in terms
of purely visual effects and relations, and any verbal equivalent is something
that comes afterwards. 114
Eventually, he completely disposed of the grid and did a series of
paintings which he called' Imaginary Landscapes 1 , since they appeared to have
an horizon, suggesting land and sky. Having layed down a ground across the
canvas, he floated varying shapes above it. His concern was with the relationship
of the floating forms and the density of the area below. The lower area usually
consisted of a mass of l ines loosely brushed, which was in opposition to

an

opaque ground above, which suspended the irregular, geometric shapes. Space
has reappeared, but it does not recede; it has a definite frontal emphasis.
In 1957 , Gottlieb began his second major phase, the

1

Bursts 1

•

Again,

it was essentially about the juxtaposition of disparate symbols, as in the
pictographs, but with no mythical attachments. Through refinement, he confronted
the viewer with colour and surface.
In the 'Bursts', the image consists of two forms, one suspended above the other,
hung on the same plane, with no reference to the edges of the canvas . I t is a
dialogue ; above is a very controlled form, a disc in a halo; below is a very
free area of l oosely painted marks, The upper area exudes a certain luminosity,
whereas the lower area is dense and impe net rable. Because of the ir isolation,
one's attention becomes focused upon them. They are immediate and monumenta l .
They shout out their existence . This is the se rie s I enjoy most. The ppposition
of qual i ties makes them strong and absolute. They have an unquestionable
decisiveness. Each area alone is a sensation, and then there is the contrast.
The colour and surface are very important a$pects too . There is a
tactile quality of thick paint against translucent stains. Splashes which
occurred during the process are incorporated.
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Adolph Gottlieb. Blast 1. 1957 .

Gottlieb denies a 1 iteral interpretation to these paintings, and I
find it totally unnecessary to relate them to natural phenomena . The paintings
hold more than sufficient interest in terms of 'painting', without the need of
associations of familiar imagery, He said,
''What do these images mean? This is simply the wrong question. Visual
images do not have to conform to either verbal th i nking or optical facts. 11 5
During the 1960 1 s , he continued with the basic format of the 'Bursts · ,
but they went through a variety of permutations. He succeeded in incorporating
both gesture and colour-field painting . Clement Greenberg said of the 'Bursts',
"'What makes such a picture difficult - difficult in the best sense is its monumental simplicity, which seems more than the conventions of easel
painting can tolerate . '~
How true !
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Robert Motherwell .

Robert Motherwell is another of the colour- fi e ld painters . He was most l y
self-taught as an artist , but he had an extensive knowledge of art history,art
criticism and philosophy. Throughout his career he wrote about art, and helped
to broaden knowledge of art i sts of the 40 1 s and SO 's .
In 1940 , he met the surrealist pa i nters, and Mi ro impressed him greatly,
with his poet i c imagery and fine painting style . In his own paintings, he was
concerned with trying to resolve the contradictions between Mondrian's ideas
and those of the surrealists.
Around 1943 , he experimented with collage, and one of his most important
works from this period was

Pa ncho Villa; Dead and Al ive; . This work contained

his first introduction of the oval shapes wedged between rectangles - the elements
he was to use throughout his career. It consists of a frontal

image of two depict i on~

of Pancho Villa set in vertical rectangles , emitting a strong element of tension.
His desire for fine painting led him away from the automatism of
surreal ism; not only did he reject illusionism of space, but he favoured the
contours of shapes to I i near qual i ties . Motherwell accepted the symbolic qualities
of shapes, since he believed they corresponded to feelings and i deas . He saw
his work as a synthesis of the conscious and unconscious, the result be i ng a
d i fferent element to either. In the catalogue of his first exhibition i n 1944,
James John Sweeney wrote, r.•with him, a picture grows, not in the head, bu t on
the easel. . • • • A sensual interest in materials comes first."

1

He was aligned to Pollock i n this way, and in the same year, Motherwell wrote
about Pollock, "Since his pa i nting is his thoughts medium, the resolution must
grow out of the process of his painting itself. 112
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In 1949, Motherwell began a series of canvases called, 'Elegies to
the Spanish Republic', which are very immediate and monumental . They were
composed of vertical black planes, both oval and r ectangular in shape, which
loomed upon a white ground. The few, large, simple forms appear flat, dramatic
and sensuous. The rectangular shapes suspend the oval shapes .
By 1965, Motherwell had painted over one hundred variations of the · Elegies .
Most were black and white, but several had passages of grey or ochre coming in.
He did not begin this series until twelve years after the Spanish Civil War
had ended. He was twenty years old when it had begun and

he found i t to be the

most moving event of his time . His feelings toward it were genuine, but he seemed
to hold a rather romantic nostalgia towards i t . He said,
"The Spanish Elegies are not 'political' but my private insistence
that a terrible death happened that should not be forgot .• •• The pictures are
also general metaphors of the contrast between li fe abd death , and thelr
inter- relation. 113
Much Spanish art is painted with only black and white colours, such as
Picasso's · Guernica, and it seems appropiate to his theme for Motherwel l to
use these colours.
During the SO's, he developed his collages, which were composed with
day-to- day data , and made very autobiographical statements . In them , he gives
greater weight,pl,ace and materiality than in his paintings , and he produces
pleasant lyrical compos i tions.
Motherwell also did some small paintings, such as the series called

Je t'aime, wh i ch are quite gestural and concerned with paying homage to
'woman' and France .
As Gottlieb had done , Motherwell managed to fuse the two modes of
abstract expressio nism. Th e shapes are distinct and gestural, yet the paintings
have the wboleness of colour-field works .
C:?

Robert Motherwell. Pancho Villa,Dead and Alive . 194~.

• - _.,.r .;:::;.- ..

Robert Motherwell. Elegy to the Spanish Republic, 108. 196s-67.

I admire the boldness of his work, with the high contrast of black and
whit e, with occasional threads of colour, but I do find them rather cold. They
have no transcendental quality to them, but are exactly what one sees before
one . However, I think the suspense in them is enervating.
Toward the late 60 1 s, Motherwell began a new series of paintings,
called the :...PRen' series. His inspiration for these came from the juxtaposition
of two canvases , one large and one srnal l, lying in his studio.
By 1970, he had painted over one hundred and ninety

variations of these.

Unlike the ~ i e s · , they have no dramatic impact. They are concerned with
sensation; light and air fill the canvases and lush colours develop from the
saturation of many layers of washes. The single image functions as a sign, and
he is concerned with intricate adjustments in space .

Chapter 6 . Conclusion.

In New York, from 1946 to 1951, there were only three galleries that
exhibit ed work by the abstract expressionists . The pub! ic's reaction was host il e,
but a strong impressio n was made on other artists . New magazi nes gave coverage
to the artist's statements and articles , but established magazines were much
slowe r in doing so . Gradually, recognition was established , especially in the
art wor l d, and New York replaced Par i s as the leading world a r t cent r e.
Until this time, the rich had demonstrated their cultural sensit i vity
by buying European art. Now they could be bold and buy off the easel the l atest
significant avant - garde art , and for the f i rst time, it was American . The flow
reversed and European galleries bought contemporary America n painting. The
l e ad i ng figures in the abstract expressionist movement became the adm iration
and mode l for art students all over the world . Artists in Europe now felt the
need to come to America, to be where the centre of painting had gravitated .
The abstract ~rt of Paris was tame compared to that of New York . I t
was considered much too tailored, suited to standard taste rather tha n being a
wonderful new expression, fighting for acceptance. The New York painting was
defended by Clement Greenberg, who stated,'~11 profoundly original work looks
ugly at first. 11 1
French abstract work did not qualify , as it was much too nicely finished . I t
lacked the vigour and confidence of the best American work .
By 1948, the abstract expressio n ists, as a group, were convinced that
th e ir art was more vital and original than any art be i ng created anywhere. Their
works together did not form a style , for each was qu i te indiv i dual in his
exp re s sion, but they did share ideas about painting and the process of painting .
American painters simply wanted to paint . Rather than coming t6 terms
wi th abs tract art through intellectual consideration, they freed themselv e s
fr om t hat European tradition by just painting. Harold Ros e nberg s upported

r

their revolutionary art. He said, "The BI G moment came when it was decided
to paint. .... just to PA INT. 112
However, he dismissed any reference to the past traditions of paint i ng, but
the abstract expressionists did not agree with him. The only reason they could
make such a departure was with reference to existing art, and thus, they needed
a thorough knowledge of it.
The basic premise was that the object had to go entirely, so that
nothing would get in the way of the act of painting . Each painter produced his
own imagery through the physical act, and each produced his own authentic
statement. For Rothko and Newman

it was subl ime;for Pol lock and De Kooning,

it was tumulto us . The marks made on the canvas were the evidence of the action,
and we r e crucia l i n providing the painting experience.
The new painting had to be a surprise and co n tain i ts own mystique .
I f it looked 1 ike something already known, i t was considered no good, since
they were trying to start painting all over again . As John Ferren said,
11

Some of us found monsters. Some of us found a painting. Some of us found

paint i ng.',3
The largeness of scale that took over in the 50's evoked a gra ndeur
and power that swamped the viewer. I t aimed at emotional transcendence of the
painting .
Abstract expressionism was the change of American painting.

It gave it

a real direction for i tself, derived from its own culture . It did not deny its
influences but it was a unique expression . It established the idea of freedom
of expression, which could not be reversed, a nd anything that followed had to
contain a new sort of confidence . Art had always broken from the traditions
that went before it, but abstract expressionism seemed to be a

greater break

from convention.
Motherwel I believed the emergence of abstract art to be a sign that
55.

there were sti 11 men of fee lin g in the world. He said,
11
:

. ·.- • •

Men who kno1o-, how to fo l low their inner feelings, no matter hm"'

irrationa l ot absurd they may first appear. From their perspective it is the
social world that t e nds to appear irrational · and absurd . " 4
I f one accepts that a ny form of art is val id, then abstract expressionism
is val id, and

believe always wil I be . It is a wonderful fo rm of expression.

and something

came to through my own process of creativity, along with the

deve lopment of my id eas .
Being an abstract painter, I find myself totally relating to the ideas
of the artists that I have prese nted. Since their ideas are based on truth,
they hav e to be relevant today.
My early paintings were very low-key in colour and contemplative. Being
imnensly influenced by the English weather and countryside, they were in the
vein of muted, colour-fi eld paintings. Since then, I seem to have acquired
much more energy, partly just by coming out of sleepy England to America, and
my r e ce nt paintings are brightly-coloured, full of energy and optimism. They
are more gestural too, but still in a fairly quiet way.
I find I prefer the pai ntings by the gesture pa inters. Since the energy
in them is presented in such a physical sense, they feel very connected to life
itself. I really enjoy th i s physicality. The intellectual aura of the colourfield paintings force them to the realms of thought, and thus, they are a
different sort of experience ,one I enjoy less.
believe that . art and 1 ife most definitely go hand - in-hand, as,

Harold

Rosenberg said , "The act - painting is of the same metaphysical substance as
th e artist's existence . 11 5
I have never had the desire to r e produce nature in paint, but
1 i ke Adolph Gott I ieb when he said,

11

1 love sunsets and sa i I boats, but

feel
don't

want pic tures of the~, and I certainly don't want to paint th em. The same goes
f or voluptuous women.As Picasso said,'First I eat the fru i t; the n I pa int it '. 11 h
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